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Introduction 

At T = 250°C and PHo ~.5 GPa a phase transformation occurs in iron fol- 
lowed by a jump-like increase in the hydrogen solubility (1). The hydrogen 
content in the Fe-H samples obtained by quenchin~ dov~ to -180oc after hyd- 
rogenation for lO h at PHo = 6.7 GPa and T = 250 C reached the H-to-metal ato- 
mic ratio n~0.8. The atm@spheric pressure investigations have shown that the 
hydride thus synthesized has an h.c.p, iron sublattice with the parameters 
a = (.~686 ± .uOO3)nm, c = (.4380 ± .0005)nm, c/a = 1.631 ± 0.003 at T = -190°C 
(1) and is a ferromagnetic with the Curie point T c >> 80 K and spontaneous 
magnetization ~o ~2.2~=/Fe atom at T = 0 K (2), where~ is the Bohr magne- 
ton. At atmospherlc pressure and T ~ -120 C iron hydrlde Kesintegrates into 
the metal and molecular hydrogen. 

In the present work the T-PH~ phase diagram is developed for the Fe-H 
system via the measurements of bagic and temperature dependences of electrical 
resistance, R, and initial magnetic permeability, 2~o. For samples we used 0.2 
mm dia iron wire purified by zone melting followed by refining in hydrogen at 
T = 870°C for lO0 h (the content of impurities and details of the purification 
technique are given in (3)). Hydrogen compression was done in "Toroid"-tToe 
chambers by the technique suggested in (4). For pressure calibration of t'he 
chambers we used the method described in (5). The pressure was measured with 
an accuracy ±0.3 GPa, the baric hysteresis of phase transformations was deter- 
mined with an accuracy ±0.15 GPa. The temperature was measured with a chromel- 
alumel thermocouple insulated^against the exposure to hydrogen; the measure- 
ment error did not exceed ±lS~C. During the process of measuring the tempera- 
ture was kept constant within e2°C. The pressure effect on the thermocouple 
readings was neglected. 

Due to the diffusion nature of the formation of the Fe-H solid solutions 
in the hydrogen atmosphere experiments there occurred temporal drifts, R( • ) 
and ~o(~ ), at fixed values of T and PHo after changing pressure or tempera- 
ture in the intervals of phase transitions as well as in single-phase regions. 
So, the measurements were carried out in a process of step-wise changes in 
pressure or temperature; in every point the sample was exposed up to the end 
of the temporal drift of the measured quantity, and its final value was plot- 
ted on the graph. 

Results and discussion 

The location of anomalies of baric and temperature dependences of R and 
~o is shown in the T-PH^ phase diagram, Fig. 1. One can see that in the tempe- 
rature and pressure rang~ investigated the lines of phase transformations se- 
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T-P phase diagram of the Fe-H system. 1,2 - location of anomalies 
on the electrical resistance isotherms (see Fig.3) at increasing 
and decreasing pressure, respectively; 3,$- location of anomalies 
on the electrical resistance and initial magnetic permeability 
isobars (see Fig.4) at heating and cooling, respectively. 
In insert - the T-P diagram of iron (7,8)~ T c - the Curie points 
line. 

parate the T-PHo plane into three regions, denoted as ~, g, and ~. The triple- 
point coordlna~@s are T ~280°C, PH2 ~ 5 GPa. 

Fig.2a shows the electrical resistance isotherms of iron at T=250°C in an 
inert medium (petrol) and in hydrogen in the ~-phase stability region. In an 
inert medium the sample resistance decreased monotonously with pressure, no 
drift, R(~ ), occurring after a pressure change. The resistance of the sample 
immersed in hydrogen atmosphere increased after a pressure change for l0 ~ 20 
mln, then reached some limit value and further on was almost constant~ while on 
increasing pressure the R(PH~) curve deviated still stronger from the R(P) 
curve in an inert medium. S~6h a behaviour of the resistance evidences for an 
increase of hydrogen solubility in the ~-phase of the Fe-H solid solution 
with pressure. An absolute value of this solubility remains, however, rather 
small and even for samples hydxogenized at P~ = 4 GPa and T = 250°C does not 
exceed the sensitivity limit ~n ~0.01 of t~ employed method of chemical" 
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FIG. 2 

Electrical resistance iso- 
therms at T = 250°C (a - high 
purity iron, b - carbonyl iron) 
measured at increasing pres- 
sure. 1 - in an inert medium 
(petrol); 2 - in hydrogen~ 
3,@ - the same, the data of 
(9). R o is the resistance of 
the samples at atmospheric 
pressure and room temperature. 
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FIG.3. Electroresistance isotherms for iron in hydrogen atmosphere. 
1 - at increasing pressure; 2 - at decreasing• R o as in Fig. 2. 

FIG.4. Isobars of the temperature deoendences of electroresistance 
(a,b~ PHo = 6.1 GPa) and initial magnetic permeability (c; 
PHo = 5.7 GPa) in the vicinity of the g~ transformation in the 
Fe-H system• 1 - at heatlng, 2 - at cocllng; a - first cycle of 
heating and cooling; b - fifth cycle; c - fourth cycle. R o as in 
Fig. 2. 
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analysis (the a~alysis technique is described elsewhere (i)). It is reasonable 
to consider the ~-phase to be a low-concentrated hydrogen interstitial solu- 
tion on the base of the b.c.c, iron (at atmospheric pressure Iron has a b.c.c. 
structure at T ~9120C). 

The isotherm of the iron electroresistance measured to PHo = 6.7 GPa in 
hydrogen atmosphere at T = 250°C is shown in Fig. 3. The ~ a ~transition occu- 
rring at PHo~ 4.5 GPa is followed by a jump-like increase in the sample resis- 
tance. Here~ the resistance drift goes on-1 h. A pressure increase in the re- 
gion of the i-phase stability gives rise to a further growth of the resistan- 
ce, the characteristic times of saturation of the R(~ ) dependences at fixed 
PHi-Values gradually decreasing to ~lO min at PH~ = 6.7 GPa. A pressure decre- 
as@ in the re$ion of stability of the £-hydrid~ causes a further resistance 
growth, the R(~ ) dependence~ appearing after a hydrogen pressure change being 
saturated in ~ , lO min. At PHil4.5 GPa the hydride decomposes, the process 
going on for lu, and the sample resistance recovers approximately the same 
value as that before the hydride formation. A similar behaviour of the R(P~o) 
dependences is observed at lower temperatures, but the characteristic time -~ 
intervals needed for the resistance to attain the equilibrium, at given T and 
PHi, values increase rapidly, and a~ T ~ 75°C they amount to tens of hours. 
A~one can see from Fig. l, at T ~75~C the ~ transformation possesses a 
clear hysteresis of ~ 0.6 GPa. While increasing temperature this hysteresis 
diminishes, whereas the transformation pressure rises. 

Fe-H samples hydrogenized at T = 250°C and PH2 = 6.7 GPa, i.e. in the re- 
gion of the ~-phase stability on the T-P~ phase diagram, have a h.c.p, iron 
sublattice at T = -190°C and atmospheric p"gessure (1). No other transforma- 
tion but ~ being observed in the Fe-H system at T~250°C, it seems logical 
to consider that the a-phase forming under high hydrogen pressure is a high- 
concentrated hydrogen interstitial solid solution (hydride) precisely on the 
base of a h.c.p, iron sublattice. It is worth noting that the R(PHo ) dependen- 
ces in the vicinity of the ~a transformation in the Fe-H syste~ are ana- 
logous to those in the Mo-H system, where the hydride formation is also follo- 
wed by a b.c.c.~h.c.p, transition in the metallic sublattice (6). 

The behaviour of the electroresistance of the Fe-H solid solutions in the 
vicinity of the ~ y  transformation is somewhat different,see Fig. 3, iso- 
therm 330°C. While increasing pressure the main change in the resistance oc- 
curs at the ~ F transition. A further pressure increase in the region of sta- 
bility of the ~-phase results in much smaller changes of R as compared with 
the case of the a-phase (Fig. 3, isotherm 250°C)~ the shape of the R(PH9) de- 
pendences changes, too. Besides, the ~-phase resistance dependences measured 
on pressure increase and decrease nearly coincide. 

The characteristic time intervals of the resistance drift after a pressure 
change at 300~T~450°C amount to 20 . 40 rain at the ~ and l~ transi- 
tions and several minutes in single-phase regions. The hysteresis of the 
transformatio,J is within the measurement error ~PNo = e0.15 GPa. As the 
temperature rises, the pressure of the ~=~ transr@rmation is likely to some- 
what decrease (see Fig.l). 

Typical resistance isobars for the Fe-H solid solutions in the vicinity 
of the E= ~ transformation are shown in Fig.%a,b. At the first cycle of 
heating and cooling (curve a) the anomalies corresponding to the ~--~ and 
~& transitions are not pronounced. After several cycles the amplitude of 

these anomalies increases considerably (curve b) and at a further thermocyc- 
ling changes weakly. At PHo ~5 GPa the resistance drift lasts for -2 h after 
a temperature change in th~ intervals of the a~ and ~ & transitions 
and for ~ 20 min in single-phase regions. At increasingpressure these time 
intervals reduce, and at Pwo = 6.7 GPa they approach -20 min and -5 min, res- 
pectively. Both the temperer-ares of the ~ and N~ a transitions and the 
hystereszs of the a=~ transformation varie~ strongly from sample to sample 
and, even. from cycle to cycle at a sequential heating and cooling of the. 
same sample. Nevertheless, the general wenaency ~s as follows: at increasing 
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pressure hysteresis of the 6-----~ transformation decreases, the temperature 
of the transformation growing (see Fig. l). 

A direct investigation of the crystal structure of the ~-phase under high 
hydrogen pressure has not yet been possible. One is not yet able, either, to 
fix this state of the Fe-H solution for further studies at atmospheric pressu- 
re by means of a rapid cooling of the sample: the electrical resistance measu- 
rements have shown that the cooling rate being as fast as -10°C/s, the ~--a 
transition does occur, though at a lower tez~perature than in the case of slow 
cooling. It is possible, however, to argue in favour of the fact that the ~- 
phase has to be an interstitial hydrogen solution on the base of a f.c.c, iron 
sublattice, i) An insert in Fig. 1 shows the T-P diagram of iron (7,8), where 
~, ~, and ~ denote the regions of stability of the phases wlth b.c.c., h.c.p., 
and f.c.c, structures, respectively. The effect of hydrogen on polymorphous 
transformations in iron can be estimated from the data for iron alloys with 
other transition metals whose doping shifts these transformations towards tem- 
perature and pressure region convenient for measurements. An investigation of 
iron-rich Fe-Ni all~ys (9) and Fe78Mn22 alloy (lO) has shown that temperatures 
of the ~-,~ and ~-~ transitions decrease whereas those of the a-*~ and ~-.£ 
transitions increase in hydrogen atmosphere with respect to their values in an 
inert medium at the same pressure. It can easily be seen that in case 
these tendencies are valid for pure iron as well, the T-PH2 diagram of the 
Fe-H system must have the same topology as the T-P diagram of iron but with a 
lower pressure in the triple point (~+ &+ ~ ). The experiment yields the dia- 
gram of just this type, see FIE.1. ii) All the hydrides of transition metals 
of VI-VIII groups synthesized by now are hydrogen interstitial solutions on 
the base of only two closest packings of metal atoms| either h.c.p. ( Cr, Mo, 
Mn, Tc, and Co hydrides ) or f.c.c. ( Rh, Ni, and Pd hydrides ), see (1,11) 
for references, iii) The a-~ and N-~& transitions in the Fe-H solutions are 
followed by the electroresistance Snomalies (Fig.4) analogous to those obser- 
ved at the h.c.p. ~- f.c.c, transformations in iron (12), Fe-Ru alloys (13), 
Fe-Mn alloys and hydrogen solutions on their base (lO). 

Not only the structural, but the magnetic transitions as well can occur 
in the Fe-H system: at atmospheric pressure ~-iron is a ferromagnetic with 
the Curie point Tc = 769°C ( see insert to Fig. 1 ), and a-hydride of iron is 
a ferromagnetic with Tc>> 80 K (2). At high pressure it is convenient to fix 
the magnetic transitions in ferromagnetic substances by controlling the posi- 
tion of the anomalies on the temperature dependence of initial magnetic perme- 
ability, ~o, deter~ined by a differential transformer technique (14). No such 
anomalies were observed on the ~o(T) isobars obtained at temperatures up to 
#50oc in the region of stability of the ~-solutions in the Fe-H system. There- 
fore, the Fe-H ~-solutlons remain ferromagnetically ordered in the tempera- 
ture and pressure range investigated. On the isobars taken at greater hydrogen 
pressures the anomalies do appear. A typical j~o(T) curve is presented in Fig. 
4c. Within a possible spread the location of anomalies on the ~o(T) dependen- 
ces coincides with the location of anomalies on the R(T) dependences corres- 
ponding to the 6-~ and T-*g transitions. The ~o( ~ ) and R(~) drift kine- 
tics is also close here. Thus, one can state that the observed magnetic trans- 
formation occurs simultaneously with the structural g~N transformation, and 
that the a-phase is ferromagnetically ordered at all temperatures up to that 
of the &-,~ transition throughout the investigated range of hydrogen pressu- 
res (to avSid the overload of Fig. 1 with superfluous designations we did not 
mark out in a special way the points of the a-,~ and ~& transitions determi- 
ned from the measurements of ~o" 

The last problem to be treated here is the effect of the purification deg- 
ree of initial iron upon the properties of the Fe-H solutions. Measurements 
have shown (15) that in an inert medium the pressure of the ~--& transition 
in high purity iron, used in the present work, is, at room temperature, by 
~1.5 GPa lower than that in remelted carbonyl iron. It could not be excluded 
that, depending on the iron purity, the phase boundaries would shift on the 
T-PH2 diagram of the Fe-H system as well. To check it up, we have investiga- 
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ted the behaviour of carbonyl iron samples in hydrogen atmosphere. It turned 
out that within the error limits there occur no shifts of the phase boundaries 
on the T-PHo diagram, the only noticeable difference being observed in the 
electrical-~esistance behaviour for the %-solutions, see Fig. 2. A comparison 
between isotherms 2a and 2b (T = 250°C) presented in this figure shows that at 
p~o N 1.8 GPa there is a bend on curve 2b for carbonyl iron, that is missing 
i~Cthe case of high purity iron (curve 2a). The causative factors for the appe- 
arance of this bend are still obscure. Hydrogen solubility in the ~-phase of 
the Fe-H solid solution on the base of carbonyl iron as well as on the base of 
high purity iron is not high and does not exceed the sensitivity limit 

sn ~O.O1 of the employed technique of chemical analysis. 
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